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Where the heck were we?

Last week
Chapter 7:

Hypothesis Testing I:

The One-Sample Case

This week   Hypothesis Testing II: 

Chapter 8:  The Two-Sample Case

I’ll finish today, by talking about the

mid-term exam & remember:

REVIEWS THIS WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY DURING NORMAL

TUTORIAL TIMES!
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Chapter 7:  Last week

Hypothesis Testing:

The One-Sample Case
Compare a sample statistic

with a population parameter

We take a sample of Brock students; calculate a statistic

(mean GPS),

& then ask: do they differ significantly from

all students in Ontario (the population parameter)?
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Reminder from last week:

One sample test (significance):  5 step procedure!!

1. Set assumptions of your test.

2. Stating the null hypothesis.

3. Selecting the sampling distribution and establishing the  critical 
region.

4.     Computing the test statistic.

5.     Making a decision and interpreting the results of the test.

2 sample test:  ALSO 5 steps!!

9-4

Recall again from last week:
With one sample tests, I gave you four possible formulas that are 
appropriate when calculating test statistic (step 4)

1. Working with means, given 

sample mean, population mean and 

population standard deviation (n>100)

2. Working with means, given 

sample mean, population mean and 

sample standard deviation (n>100)

3. Working with proportions (or %s)

given sample proportion (or%),

& population proportion (or %) (n>100)

4. Working with means, 

& SMALL sample  n<100 persons
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Assume we are trying to document “whether Ontario is different from 

all of Canada when it comes to university/college attendance” (here we use

Statistics Canada data, 2014).  On the basis of a sample (n=2,500) we 

Estimate that 44% of Ontarians (aged 20-24 years) are studying. For 

Canada overall, we know that 42% of young adults (aged 20-24)

are studying.

Are Ontario residents significantly different?

9-6

Assume we are studying “whether Ontario is different from the rest of

Canada when it comes to university/college attendance” (here we use

Statistics Canada data, 2014).  On the basis of a sample (n=2,500) we 

Estimate that 44% of Ontarians (aged 20-24 years) are studying. For 

Canada overall, we know that 42% of young adults (aged 20-24)

are studying.

Are Ontario residents significantly different?

One sample test with proportions!!

Ps =.44       Pu=.42       n = 2,500                 Use 5 step procedure!!!
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Solution (using five step model)

• Step 1: Make Assumptions and Meet Test Requirements:

• Random sample

• Level of measurement is nominal -> use proportions

• The sample is large (>100), so we can work with a normal 
distribution as our sampling distribution

Solution (cont.)

Step 2: State the null and alternate hypotheses.

H0:  Pµ = .42  The full population of Ontarians are no different 
from the Canadian population overall 

H1:  Pµ ≠ .42  Ontarians are different from other Canadians on
their tendency to participate in post-secondary 
education..   
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Solution (cont.)
• Step 3: Select Sampling Distribution and Establish the Critical 

Region

1. Sampling distribution = Z distribution (why? N>100)

2. Alpha (α) = .05

3. Critical Z = ?   

= +1.96 (why? two tailed test)

(unless specified otherwise, we

always set alpha = .05)

What does our “alpha value” indicate?

we are 95% certain that our significance test is accurate… 

5% of the cases, we might be wrong.. 

Solution (cont.)

• Step 4:  Use Formula to Compute the Test Statistic

03.2
500,2/)42.1(42.
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Looking at the curve for the Z  distribution
Alpha (α) = .05

2.03

Step 5 Make a Decision and Interpret Results

Step 5 Make a Decision and Interpret Results

•The obtained Z score fell in the Critical Region, so 

we reject the H0

•We say that Ontario residents are different from 
other Canadians in terms of their propensity to 
continue with post-secondary education (Z = 1.96, α
= .05, n=2,500 ).
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Chapter 8
Hypothesis Testing II: 

The Two-Sample Case

9-14

Chapter 7:  Last week

Hypothesis Testing:

The One-Sample Case

TODAY: Chapter 8: 

Hypothesis Testing II: 

The Two-Sample Case

Compare a sample statistic

with a population parameter

Compare a sample statistic

with another sample statistic

We take a sample of Brock students; calculate a statistic

(mean GPS),

& then ask: do they differ significantly from

all students in Ontario (the population parameter)?
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• The basic logic of the two sample case.

• Hypothesis Testing with 

Sample Means (Large Samples), 

Sample Means (Small Samples)

Sample Proportions (Large Samples)

• The difference between “statistical significance” and 
“importance”

• A few more words on setting “alpha”

9-15

In this presentation 

you will learn about:

9-16

• Do middle- and working-class persons differ in their use of email?

• The data below report the average number of times per day that 

people check their email in two random samples (one of middle 

class individuals and the other working class individuals):

• The middle class seem to check their email more than the 

working class, but is the difference significant?

Example:
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We begin with a difference between sample statistics (means).

The question we test:
“Is the difference between the samples large enough to allow us to 

conclude (with a known probability of error) that the populations
represented by the samples are different?”

Hypothesis Test for Two Samples: Basic Logic

The null hypothesis, H0, is that the samples represent 

populations  that are the same:

There is no difference between the parameters of the two 

populations. H0: μ1 = μ2

If the difference between the sample statistics is large enough, 
or, if a difference of this size is unlikely assuming H0 is true, we 
reject the H0
Conclude that there is a significant difference between the 
populations.

H1: μ1  μ2            or                                         orH1: μ1 > μ2 H1: μ1 < μ2

9-18

• Step 1: in addition to samples selected according to EPSEM principles, 
samples must be selected independently: Independent random sampling.

• Step 2: null hypothesis statement will say the two populations are not 
different. 

• Step 3: sampling distribution refers to difference between the sample 
statistics. 

• Step 4: In computing the test statistic, we use Z(obtained) or t(obtained) 
with slightly revised formula, depending on the size of our sample 
(forthcoming)

• Step 5: same as before: If the test statistic, Z(obtained) or t(obtained), falls 
into the critical region, as marked by Z(critical) or t(critical), reject the H0.

Changes from One- to Two-Sample Case
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• Step 4: In computing the test statistic, we use Z(obtained) or 

t(obtained) with slightly revised formula, depending on the size 

of our sample (forthcoming)

We will work with 3 options & 3 sets of formulae

1. If comparing sample means (2 large samples)

1a. With population standard deviations

1b. With only sample standard deviations

2. If comparing sample means (small samples: n1 and n2 < 100)

3. If comparing sample proportions (large samples)

NOTE:  STEP 4 USES DIFFERENT FORMULA!!!

9-20

1a. If comparing sample means (2 large samples) with σ

2. If sample means (small samples)

3. If sample proportions (large samples)
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• Do middle- and working-class persons differ in their use of email?

• The data below report the average number of times per day that 

people check their email in two random samples (one of middle 

class individuals and the other working class individuals):

• The middle class seem to check their email more than the 

working class, but is the difference significant?

Example:
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1. Make assumptions and meet test 
requirements.

2. State the H0. 

3. Select the Sampling Distribution and 
Determine the Critical Region.

4. Calculate the test statistic.

5. Make a Decision and Interpret Results.

Testing Hypotheses: The Five 

Step Model

9-24

Return to our example:
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• Model:

• Independent Random Samples
• The samples must be independent of each other (i.e. the selection of cases in the 

first sample has no bearing on the selection of cases in the second)

• Level of Measurement is Interval-Ratio
• Number of email messages -> can work with our means

• Sampling Distribution’s shape
• N = (85+55 =144) cases which is > 100 so we can assume a normal shape.

Step 1: Make Assumptions and 

Meet Test Requirements

9-26

• No direction for the difference has been predicted, so a 
two-tailed test is called for, as reflected in the research 
hypothesis:

• H0: μ1 = μ2
• The Null asserts there is no significant difference between the populations (the 

two populations  represented by our samples are equally likely to be using email)

• H1: μ1  μ2
• The research hypothesis contradicts the H0 and asserts there is a significant 

difference between the populations.

Step 2: State the Null Hypothesis
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• Sampling Distribution = Z distribution

• Alpha (α) = 0.05

• note: unless otherwise stated, use 0.05 in all significance 
tests (i.e. the default  in most tests)

• With two tailed test:   Z (critical) = ± 1.96

Step 3: Select Sampling Distribution and Establish the 

Critical Region

Step 4: Compute the Test Statistic

With two sample tests, use the appropriate formula (below) to 

compute the obtained Z score:

The denominator in this formula is the standard deviation 

of the sampling distribution (i.e. the standard error)

9-28

NOTE: How do we calculate this standard error that enters into the denominator of Z(obtained)?

When the population standard deviations are known, we use the following formula:

but when we only have the sample standard deviations, we use the following:

i.e. we substitute s as an estimator of σ, suitably corrected for the bias (n is replaced by n-1 to correct 
for the fact that s is a biased estimator of σ). 

Again, the above formula only apply if the combined size of the two samples is at least N> 100 

Step 4 (continued)
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So: calculate standard error (population standard deviations unknown): 

On this basis, you can calculate Z (obtained) with the standard error in 

the denominator  

In this example: compute the Test Statistic

15.022.001.
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We have the “sample standard

deviations”,..

9-30

The obtained test statistic (Z = 20) falls in the Critical Region so reject the null hypothesis.

• The difference between the sample means is so large that we can conclude, at α = 0.05, 
that a difference exists between the populations represented by the samples.

• The difference between email usage of middle- and working-class individuals is significant.

Step 5: Make Decision and Interpret Results

20
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Hypothesis Test for Two-Sample 

Means: Student’s t distribution 
(Small Samples) 

9-32

• For small samples (combined N’s<100), s is too unreliable an estimator of σ so do not 
use standard normal distribution. Instead we use Student’s t distribution.

• The formula for computing the test statistic, t(obtained), is:

where      is defined as:

Hypothesis Test for Two-Sample 

Means: Student’s t distribution 
(Small Samples) 
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• The logic of the five-step model for hypothesis testing is followed, using the t table, 
Appendix B, where the degrees of freedom (df) = N1 + N2 – 2.

Hypothesis Test for Two-Sample 

Means: Student’s t distribution 
(continued)

9-34

Example:  Research on Obesity,.. How to deal with the problem?
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•

Example:
Studying “weight loss” strategies:

1st sample – combined cardio (30 minutes a day & weight 

training 30 minutes a day)

Mean weight loss:  20 pounds

s =5

Sample size (n1 = 29)

2nd sample – Solely cardio (45 minutes a day)

Mean weight loss:  18 pounds

s = 4

Sample size (n2 = 33)

Is there a significant difference between the two??

9-36

• Model:

• Independent Random Samples

• Level of Measurement is Interval-Ratio
• Weight loss-> can work with our means

• Sampling Distribution’s shape
• N = (29+33=62) cases which is less than 100 so we  must work with t distribution

Step 1: Make Assumptions and 

Meet Test Requirements
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• No direction for the difference has been predicted, so a 
two-tailed test is called for, as reflected in the research 
hypothesis:

• H0: μ1 = μ2
• The Null asserts there is no significant difference in the weight loss for the two 

populations

• H1: μ1  μ2
• The research hypothesis contradicts the H0 and asserts there is a significant 

difference in weight loss

Step 2: State the Null Hypothesis

• Sampling Distribution = t distribution

• Alpha (α) = 0.05

• note: unless otherwise stated, use 0.05 in all significance 
tests (i.e. the default  in most tests)  df = n1 + n2 -2 = 60

• With two tailed test:   t (critical) = ? (from Appendix B)

Step 3: Select Sampling Distribution and Establish the 

Critical Region
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• Sampling Distribution = t distribution

• Alpha (α) = 0.05

• note: unless otherwise stated, use 0.05 in all significance 
tests (i.e. the default  in most tests)  df = N1 + N2 -2 = 60

• With two tailed test:   t (critical) = ± 2.00 (from Appendix B)

Step 3: Select Sampling Distribution and Establish the 

Critical Region

Step 4: Compute the Test Statistic

With two sample tests, use the appropriate formula (below) to 

compute the obtained t score:

BUT: must first calculate the denominator (SE)
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NOTE: How do we calculate this standard error ?

When the population standard deviations are unknown, we use Formula 8.5 to calculate                :

Again, the above formula only apply if the combined size of the two samples is  less than 100 

Step 4 (continued)
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9-42

On this basis, you can calculate t (obtained) with the standard error in 

the denominator  

In this example: compute the Test Statistic
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The obtained test statistic (t = 1.72) does not fall in the Critical Region so we can not reject the null hypothesis.    

Recall:  t(critical) +/- 2.0   

• The difference between the sample means is not large enough that we can 

• conclude, at α = 0.05, that a difference exists between the populations represented by the samples.

•

• The difference between  the two populations using the different exercise regimes  is  NOT significant.

Step 5: Make Decision and Interpret Results

-2.0 2.0

1.72

9-44

TWO sample test with Proportions (or percentages)….

We conduct research on educational outcomes

AFN’s National Chief, Perry Bellegarde has urged the Trudeau

Government to act on “education”!!
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Example:

Sample from Non-Aboriginal Population (N=60)
Ps1 = .23 (23 % are university educated)

Sample from Aboriginal Population (N=72)
Ps2 = .10 (10% are university educated)

Are Non-Aboriginal Canadians significantly more likely than 
Aboriginal Canadians to have a university degree? 

Problem here: can we infer from our samples, that are not 
that large?

Formula for Hypothesis Testing with Sample Proportions (Large 
Samples)

• Formula for proportions:

Where Ps1 is the proportion associated with the first sample, 
and Ps2 is the proportion associated with the second.

• See next slide for how to calculate the denominator in this 
equation (standard error)* and the “pooled estimate of the 
population proportion”*….

• *Note that you need to calculate both these values in order 
to solve the denominator of the above equation!

pp
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To obtain standard error, most first calculate something 
called: Pu (the Pooled Estimate of the Population Proportion)  

• To calculate Pu (the pooled estimate, see p. 255):

• Which is then inserted into the following equation for 
the standard deviation of the sampling distribution 
(standard error):
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Which then enters into the aforementioned formula for 

our test statistic Z(obtained)

9-48

Again, use the basic 5 step model in testing for significance…
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Step 1.  
Model has independent random samples, 
Level of measurement is “nominal” -> work with proportions
Sampling distribution can be considered normal since N> 100

Step 2.  State null hypothesis: direction? Yes, one tailed test

H0: Pμ1 = Pμ2

The Null asserts there is no significant difference in the proportion with a 
university degree for the two populations

H1: Pμ1 > Pμ2 

The research hypothesis contradicts the H0 and asserts there is a significant 
difference: Non-Aboriginal people have a higher education.. Than Aboriginal 
Canadians..

Step 3. 

Select the sampling distribution and establish critical 
region

Sampling distribution is the Z distribution

Alpha is .05 one tailed

Appendix A table indicates Z(critical) = 1.65
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Step 4.  Calculate the test statistic

Start with “pooled estimate on the proportion” 
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Next: get our standard error
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Step 4 (continued)

Then obtain your test statistic:
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The obtained test statistic Z = 2.031) falls in the Critical Region so we can 
reject the null hypothesis.    

Recall:  Z(critical) +1.65  

• The difference between the proportions is large enough to conclude, at α = 
0.05, that Non-Aboriginal Canadians are significantly more likely to have a 
university education than “Aboriginal Canadians” 

• The difference between  the two populations is  significant.

Step 5: Make Decision and Interpret Results

2.031

1.65

8-54

• By assigning an alpha level, α, one defines an “unlikely” sample outcome. 

• Alpha level is the probability that the decision to reject the null hypothesis, H0, is 
incorrect. 

• If we set our Alpha at .05, and we end up rejecting our 

null hypothesis,.. We are 95% certain that we are correct

If we set our Alpha at .10, and we end up rejecting our 

null hypothesis, we are 90% certain that we are correct..

Etc…

Do note: that our sampling distribution tells us that sometimes we can be 

wrong!!

Some comments on Alpha Levels
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Alpha levels affect Critical Region in Step 3:

9-56

• The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis in comparing statistics is 
a function of four independent factors:

1.The size of the difference (e.g., means of  8.7 and 5.7 for the example 
above).

2.The value of alpha (the higher the alpha, the more likely we are to 
reject the H0).

3.The use of one- vs. two-tailed tests (we are more likely to reject with a 
one-tailed test).

4.The size of the sample (N ) (the larger the sample the more likely we 
are to reject the H0).

Significance vs. Importance
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• As long as we work with random samples, we must conduct a 
test of significance. However, significance is not the same 
thing as importance.

• Differences that are otherwise trivial or uninteresting may be 
significant, which is a major limitation of hypothesis testing. 
◦ When working with large samples, even small differences may be significant.

◦ The value of the standard error is always an inverse function of N (i.e. the larger the N, the 
smaller the standard error)

◦ The larger the N, the greater the value of the test statistic (standard error is always in the 
denominator), the more likely it will fall in the Critical Region and be declared significant.

Significance vs. Importance 
(continued)

9-58

• In conclusion, significance is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for importance.

• A sample outcome could be:

• significant and important

• significant but unimportant (e.g. with a very large N)

• not significant but important (yikes: hazard of small N)

• not significant and unimportant

Significance vs. Importance 
(continued)
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Part II:  Problem-Solving Sets.  Answer 7 out of the next 

8 problems and solve them. Clearly number the problems 

you’ve chosen and show your work!  Worth 10 points per 

problem (70 pts total). 

Multiple Choice/True-False Questions.  Please answer the 

following 20 questions by filling in the blank of the one best 

answer on the answer sheet.  These will be worth 1.5 points 

each (30 pts total).


